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Update your resume for job
hunting during COVID-19
STAR NEWS GROUP

Five Star Realtor
TEN CONSECUTIVE YEARS
SIX AWARDS for SIX YEARS in a row*
top producer • top salesperson
top selling agent • top listing agent
NJ Realtors Circle of Excellence
GOLD LEVEL 2019

- HOMEOWNERS ARE GETTING AMAZING
OFFERS FOR THE SALE OF THEIR HOME!
- YOU CAN TOO!
- Lowest Inventory
- Homes Selling Quickly with Multiple Bids!
NOW is the time to call Pat for a
confidential consultation 908-309-9374
Now Booking 1:1 appointments
(pat@patmayer.com)
*SEA GIRT OFFICE
512 Washington Blvd

cell: 908.309.9374 | pat@patmayer.com

office: 732.974.8700 | pmayer@dianeturton.com
dianeturton.com/patriciamayer | patmayer.com

The economy has struggled during the COVID-19
pandemic, and many people are concerned by what
the future may bring, particularly regarding their
careers. Some fields may
continue to scale back
while others may increase
operations.
Even though the coronavirus may slow down
the process of hiring and
make it even more competitive, job seekers must
avoid the notion that they
should throw in the towel
and try to wait out the lull.
Many people have
found new jobs during
the pandemic, and these
strategies can help men
and women do just that.
UPDATE YOUR RESUME
Many people may think
that résumé writing is a
“one and done” process,
but that’s not the case.
The Balance: Careers says
a résumé should be updated and tweaked each
time a person applies for
a position. Keep a generalized outline for your
résumé, but be sure to
modify your skills and
accomplishments as they
pertain to the specific job
for which you’re applying.
In many instances, a
functional résumé format, which emphasizes
skills over linear job experience, is a good choice
because it can gloss over
gaps in the résumé or
frequent job changes. Remember to fill the résumé
with the same verbiage
used in the job posting. If
scanning software is used
to cull résumés for key
words, yours will have the
right words and phrases.
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Many people have found new jobs during the pandemic, and
these strategies can help men and women do just that.
UPDATE SOCIAL MEDIA
If you use a social media application like LinkedIn, Plaxo or Jobster to
network, be sure to keep
your profile current. It
also may be helpful to
join industry networking groups and organizations at this time, as they
may have an ongoing
aggregator of job openings in particular fields.
RESEARCH THE INDUSTRY
While travel, hospitality and event planning
have been hit hard due
to COVID-19, other industries like online shopping, delivery, healthcare,
grocery stores, cleaning
services, and more, have
experienced g rowth.
Many industries also have
revamped operations and
may need a consultant
or expert to help them
change over their business formats. Do not assume that the pandemic
has stalled all job prospects.

PREPARE FOR REMOTE
INTERVIEWS
Even after businesses
have reopened, remote interviews will likely be the
norm. Set up an interview
spot in your home with
good lighting, a neutral
background, limited distractions, and a desirable
camera angle. Practice being interviewed digitally.
Master various meeting
applications by downloading necessary software in advance so that
technical difficulties will
not derail the process.
The interviewer sees only
your background, so utilize a paper or whiteboard
in front of you with notes
or talking points.
A job search may be
complicated by the coronavirus, but there are
steps to make it easier to
find a job. With patience
and positivity, the odds
can be in job-seekers’ favor.
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I was fired on Friday, what do I do?
On Friday afternoon, Bob is called to meet with his
boss. Bob walks into a conference room and finds
his boss and the Head of Human Resources. The
boss tells Bob, “The Company has made the decision to terminate your employment immediately.”
The boss then turns the meeting over to the Head of
Human Resources and walks out of the room.
More and more employees are finding themselves
faced with abrupt terminations like this, whether as
a result of COVID-19, performance issues, reorganizations, or downsizing. It is a traumatic experience.
WHAT DO YOU DO IF THIS HAPPENS TO YOU?
• Keep your ears open and your mouth closed.
• Do not talk to any fellow employee about the
termination.
• Do not agree with any of the allegations
against you.
• Realize that anything you say can and will
be used against you.
• Do not take any employer documents or
property.
• Do not sign anything.
DO I NEED A LAWYER?
In many cases, the company will offer severance
in return for a release of claims and/or a non-compete. These documents should be reviewed by an
attorney to protect your rights. You may also find
that you have potential claims against your employer and an attorney may be able to negotiate a higher
severance amount.
WHO SHOULD I CONTACT IF I NEED A LAWYER?
McMoran, O’Connor, Bramley & Burns P.C. is
widely recognized as one of the leading employment law firms in the northeast. The firm is not a
general practice. It specializes in employment law.
The firm’s attorneys have over 75 years of combined experience representing clients in all types of
employment matters, including:
• Discrimination based on age, gender, race,
disability, and other protected
characteristics;
• Retaliation based on whistleblowing and other
protected activity;
• Severance negotiations;
• Employment contract claims and negotiations;
• Harassment based on gender, sexual orientation, race and other protected characteristics;
• Wage and hour claims, including unpaid
overtime and wage discrimination;
• Non-compete and non-solicit agreements; and
• Whistleblowing under the False Claims Act,

McMoran, O’Connor, Bramley & Burns, P.C. is widely recognized as one of the leading employment law firms in the
northeast. The Firm practices employment law only.
which prohibits fraud against the government.
The firm has successfully taken on some of the
biggest companies and law firms in the world. It
carefully selects every case it handles and maintains the highest level of commitment from the first
day it meets a client through trial or settlement.
The firm has recovered over $120,000,000 in jury
verdicts and settlements for its clients since the
firm was founded in 1998.
The firm’s success arises from a few basic principles. First, the firm has an expertise in resolving
disputes. Litigation is an inefficient way of solving
problems. Before filing suit, the firm tries to resolve
matters informally through negotiation and/or
mediation. The firm has been highly successful in
resolving the majority of its client’s cases before a
lawsuit is even filed.

Second, when a matter cannot be resolved informally, the firm has the experience and determination required to successfully pursue litigation.
The firm’s attorneys are first and foremost trial
attorneys. Although not every case will go to trial,
the firm treats every case as if it will go to trial. The
firm is not afraid to go to trial and does not back
down from any company or law firm.
Third, the firm works together with its clients as
a team. It is always conscious of a client’s specific
needs, goals and budget. Lastly, the firm’s attorneys
are pragmatists. If they consider it in the client’s
interest to settle, they will recommend settlement.
If a case should go to trial, they will take it to trial.
The firm’s attorneys have the experience and ability
to bring any type of employment dispute to a successful conclusion.

Bldg. D, Suite D-1 • 2399 Highway 34, Wall Township, NJ 08736 • 732-223-7711 • website: mcmoranlaw.com

All the lawyers in the Firm are listed in Best Lawyers in America, Super Lawyers in New Jersey and members of the
Million Dollar Advocates Forum, reserved for lawyers who have achieved million-dollar jury verdicts or settlements.
Our results speak for themselves. Since our founding in 1998, we have achieved over $120 million for our clients.
The following is a sampling of some of the verdicts and settlements the Firm has achieved for its clients.

$8,400,000.00
$7,000,000.00
$6,000,000.00
$5,345,000.00
$3,500,000.00
$2,500,000.00
$2,500,000.00

Discrimination
Whistleblowing
Whistleblowing
Whistleblowing
Whistleblowing
Discrimination
Discrimination

$2,000,000.00
$1,775,000.00
$1,635,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$1,450,000.00
$1,400,000.00
$1,400,000.00

Whistleblowing
Whistleblowing
Discrimination
Whistleblowing
Whistleblowing
Discrimination
Discrimination

$1,290,000.00
$1,250,000.00
$1,200,000.00
$1,200,000.00
$1,200,000.00
$1,100,000.00
$1,050,000.00

Discrimination
Discrimination
Discrimination
Discrimination
Breach of Contract
Whistleblowing
Discrimination

Individual outcomes vary depending on the particular facts of each case. Past outcomes do not guarantee future results.

McMoran, O’Connor, Bramley & Burns, P.C.
Bldg. D, Suite D-1
2399 Highway 34, Wall Township, NJ 08736
732-223-7711
website: mcmoranlaw.com
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We are widely recognized as one of the leading employment law ﬁrms in the northeast.
U.S. News & World Report has repeatedly recognized us as a Tier 1 Employment Law ﬁrm.
The Firm practices employment law only.
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How to find an attorney
STAR NEWS GROUP

Attorneys can help people at various times in
their lives. Much like doctors specialize in particular types of medicine, attorneys also tend to focus
on one area of the law. For
example, some lawyers
might specialize in criminal law, while others may
help their clients with estate planning.
Choosing an attorney
is an important decision,
and one that many people will need to make at
least once during their
lifetimes. The following
tips can help people find
an attorney to help them
with whatever legal advice they need.
• Book an initial consultation. Initial consultations are typically free of

charge and these meetings often give people a
first impression of an attorney before they have to
spend any money. Initial
consultations are a great
opportunity to gauge an
attorney’s personality and
demeanor, determine his
or her experience and
even his or her outlook
for your particular case.
Book consultations with
as many attorneys as
necessary until you feel
comfortable making a decision.
• Be ready to ask questions. Attorneys should
not be the only ones to
speak during a consultation. Make a list of general
questions and questions
specific to your case and
don’t hesitate to ask them.
Ask about the attorney’s

accessibility should he or
she become your attorney,
making sure to determine
if the attorney or someone else, such as a paralegal, will be your primary
contact during your case.
Many people are most
comfortable with attorneys to whom they can
speak to directly throughout their case, and that’s
an important point to consider for people who may
never have needed an attorney in the past.
• Discuss costs. Attorney fees are not immaterial, no matter how serious
a case might be. Attorney
fees vary widely, and professional legal advice is often expensive, especially
when cases are complex
and lengthy. Expect to
sign a contract regarding

fees before an attorney
begins working on your
case. Many attorneys will
provide cost estimates, so
get those in writing.
• Seek recommendations. As noted, many
people require the services of an attorney at
least once in their lifetimes. So don’t hesitate
to ask family, friends or
coworkers for recommendations. Word-of-mouth
can be a great way to find
a reliable, trustworthy attorney. In addition, certain organizations may
be helpful. For example,
AARP might recommend
lawyers who specialize in
estate planning.
COURTESY OF METRO CREATIVE CONNECTION

Attorneys help people who need legal advice. Finding the right
one involves careful consideration of a host of factors.

HEALTH. VITALITY. WELL-BEING.
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF.

At Atlantic Medicine & Wellness, we believe that optimal wellness is best
achieved through a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary approach to wellness.
This balanced approach to healthcare prevents and heals disease and supports a healthy, vital lifestyle.
MEDICINE. CHIROPRACTIC. CLINICAL NUTRITION. MENTAL HEALTH. ANTI-AGING.

Vladimir Berkovich,
MD

Martin E. Manzo,
DC, CCSP

Shannon Rittberg,
DO

Perry Herman,
MD, FPMR

David Koentop, DC,
DACNB, MSHS, CCEP

Peter Aloi,
DC, MS

Please feel free to contact us at 732-528-5533
or visit www.amwwall.com.
We look forward to helping you take
that step towards optimal health and wellness.
Tracey E. Capell,
MS, CNS

Nicole Gallipoli
MA, LAC, NCC

Sarah Peace
LPC

Michelle Cowan,
APN

Danielle Brown,
LPC

Jacqueline DeCunzo
APN

2399 ROUTE 34, SUITE A-5, WALL TOWNSHIP, NJ 08736

136 Main Street, Manasquan
(next to Dietrich Opticians)
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Eye exams are a vital component of a healthy lifestyle and should not be overlooked.

Eye exam
recommendation
schedules
STAR NEWS GROUP

Routine eye exams
should be a vital component of everyone’s healthcare routine. Such examinations can help people
learn if they need prescription eyeglasses and
if their existing prescriptions need to be updated,
and they also can uncover
other serious health issues.
According to the American Academy of Ophthalmology®, a comprehensive eye exam can
uncover such problems as
aneurysms, brain tumors,
diabetes, high blood pressure, and assorted cancers, including those of
the blood, tissue or skin.
That means routine eye
exams can be as effective
at safeguarding your overall health as they can at
protecting your vision.

The recommended frequency with which people
should receive eye exams
is based largely on age,
though no one should hesitate to schedule an exam
if their eyes are bothering
them or if they are experiencing any abnormalities
with their eyes. In addition, some people may
need more frequent eye
exams depending on their
medical histories, which
should be discussed at
length with a physician.
Children and adults
without preexisting conditions and those not experiencing any abnormal
vision problems can adhere to this eye examination schedule, courtesy of
the American Optometric
Association.
Birth to two years: Children in this age group
should receive eye exams

between six to 12 months
of age.
Age three to five: Children in this age group
should receive at least one
eye exam between their
third and fifth birthdays.
Age six to 17 years:
Children in this age group
should receive one eye
exam prior to beginning
first grade and then an annual exam thereafter.
Age 18 to 64: Adults between the ages of 18 and
64 should receive an eye
exam at least once every
two years.
Age 65 and older: Annual eye exams are recommended for men and
women age 65 and older.
Eye examinations help
people preserve and improve their vision while
also promoting long-term
overall health.

732-223-0202
Optometric Physicians Lic# 5114/5063/6490

Exams • Contacts • Emergencies
PATRICIA MCCORMACK, M.D.,
ADULT & PEDIATRIC DERMATOLOGY,
COSMETIC & LASER SURGERY
Dr. Patricia McCormack is a Board Certified Dermatologist
with over 20 years of NY experience, & named one of the
Top Doctors in the New York Metro area for over 15 years
in a row. She specializes in skin cancer screenings & treatment, all diseases of skin, hair, nails, skin cancer surgery
and MOHS. Cosmetic procedures include Botox, Dysport,
all dermal fillers, sclerotherapy for leg veins, wrinkle therapy,
microdermabrasion, hydrafacials, chemical peels, photofacials and earlobe repair. We offer all types of laser surgery
including our new Aerolase Neo for psoriasis, acne, scars,
rosacea, hair removal, hyperpigmentation and rejuvenation
with no downtime and no discomfort. Radiofrequency devices are effective for skin tightening of the face, neck and
body. Our state of the art Picosure removes tattoos in half
the time. We also offer fractional laser therapy for rejuvenation, effective for wrinkles,
scarring and pigmentation. We offer our own brand of personalized skincare products.

1550 Richmond Ave.
Staten Island, NY 10314
Phone: (718) 698-9573

515 North Wood Ave.
Linden, NJ 07036
Phone: (908) 925-4164

407 Richmond Ave., Rte. 35 South
Point Pleasant Beach, NJ 08742
Phone: (732) 295-1331
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Dr. Harvey Richman • Dr. Maria Richman
Dr. Kathleen Kinzley
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Happiness continues at Harrogate
PHOTOS COURTESY OF HARROGATE

For the last six months, Harrogate residents have safely enjoyed waffle breakfasts, anniversary
celebrations, birthdays, wine and cupcakes, chalk the walk, s’mores, visits from loved ones and
so much more!
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Home office must-haves
STAR NEWS GROUP

Remote work has been
around for many years,
though it certainly picked
up steam in 2020. In an effort to prevent the spread
of the novel coronavirus
COVID-19, in March 2020
government officials implemented stay-at-home
measures that mandated
many working professionals to begin working
from home. That transition occurred seemingly
overnight, forcing men
and women to find somewhere in their homes to
work.
As the dust settled and
working professionals
grew accustomed to working from home, many recognized the need to have
an office in their homes.
Various factors can make
home offices more conducive to getting work done,
and the following are
some home office musthaves that can help people
be more productive while
working from home.
LIGHTING
Lighting is important
in a home office. It’s easy
to overlook natural light,
especially for workers
who previously worked in
offices that did not have
windows. But natural light
can help save on energy
costs and boost mood.
In fact, natural light is a
valued commodity for
people used to working
in office settings. A 2018
survey of more than 1,600
workers conducted by the
human resources advisory firm Future Workplace
found that access to natural light and views of the
outdoors were the most
sought after attribute of a
workplace environment.
In addition, 47 percent of
workers surveyed admitted they felt tired or very
tired from the absence of
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Various factors can make home offices more conducive to getting work done, and the following are some home office musthaves that can help people be more productive while working
from home.
natural light or a window
at their office. When designing their home offices,
homeowners should keep
this in mind and choose
areas of their homes that
get ample natural light
during a typical workday.
Additional lighting also
will be necessary. Recessed lighting can give
an office a sleek look,
and lights that can dim
can allow workers to adjust their lighting based
on how much they need
at any given point in the
workday.
QUIET
Professionals forced to
work at home when social distancing measures
were implemented may
not have had much quiet,
especially for those with
young children whose
schools were closed. But
when designing a home
office, homeowners have
the chance to make their
offices more conducive
to concentration. Soundproofing walls may not
be necessary, but look for
areas of the home that
don’t get much foot traffic.
Kitchens are very popular
rooms in many homes, so
try to locate your home
office away from the
kitchen. A spare bedroom
upstairs may make for the
most ideal home office

setting if the home does
not have a traditional den.
Spare bedrooms come
with doors, which can
instantly create a sense
of quiet when closed. A
converted garage also can
make for a useful home
office, but make sure the
room already has cooling
and heating and, ideally,
windows.
ELECTRICAL OUTLETS
Recently built homes
tend to be equipped with
enough outlets to accommodate our increasingly
connected lifestyles. But
older homes may need
some electrical updates
before they can capably
accommodate home offices. When updating your
electrical, replace existing
outlets and fixtures with
energy-efficient LED fixtures, which save money
and benefit the environment. Before updating the
electrical, decide on how
you want the office to be
laid out so you can have
outlets installed where
your computer, devices and other items, like
a printer and television,
will be. This makes it easy
to hide cords and give the
office a clean, professional
look.
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Understanding depression
and its triggers and symptoms
STAR NEWS GROUP

Many people periodically have bad days when
they just seem to be in a
bad mood. When a bad
mood isn’t short-lived,
this might be a potential
indicator of depression.
Depression is a common mental disorder that,
according to the World
Health Organization, affects more than 300 million people across the
globe. The WHO notes
that despite the fact that
there are known and highly effective treatments for
depression, fewer than
half of those suffering
from depression receive
such treatments. Furthermore, in many countries,
fewer than 10 percent of
people with depression
receive treatment.
Learning about depression and how to recognize
its symptoms may compel
people battling it to seek
treatment for this very
common and treatable
disorder.
Why do I have depression?
Everyone has a bad day
here or there, but people with depression may
wonder why theirs are
more than just a bad day.
The WHO notes that depression is a byproduct of
a complex interaction of
social, psychological and
biological factors. Exposure to adverse life events,
such as unemployment,
the death of a loved one
or psychological trauma,
can increase peoples’ risk
of developing depression.
Depression also may be
caused by physical conditions. The WHO says cardiovascular disease can
lead to depression.
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Depression is a common mental disorder that too often goes
undiagnosed. Seeking help the moment symptoms are detected or suspected can help people overcome the disorder.
What are the symptoms
of depression?
The Mayo Clinic notes
that one in 10 people
whose depression goes
untreated commit suicide.
That only highlights the
importance of recognizing the symptoms of depression and acting once
any have been identified
or suspected. Symptoms
can include:
• Difficulty concentrating, remembering details
and making decisions
• Fatigue
• Feelings of guilt,
worthlessness and helplessness
• Pessimism and hopelessness
• Insomnia, early-morning wakefulness or sleeping too much
• Irritability
• Restlessness
• Loss of interest in
things once deemed pleasurable, including sex
• Overeating or appetite loss

• Aches, pains, headaches, or cramps that
won't go away
• Digestive problems
that don’t get better, even
with treatment
• Persistent sad, anxious or “empty” feelings
• Suicidal thoughts or
attempts
Anyone who has exhibited any of the aforementioned symptoms or
even those who haven’t
but suspect they might be
suffering from depression
should visit a physician
immediately. The WHO
notes there are a variety
of treatments available
to people who have been
diagnosed with depression, and doctors will determine which might be
the best for each patient.
To make that determination, doctors may inquire
about the duration and
severity of symptoms as
well as family history and
whether or not the patient has a history of drug
or alcohol abuse.

STAR NEWS GROUP

Established professionals often tout the importance of building strong
networks. In fact, a 2017
global survey from LinkedIn found that nearly 80
percent of professionals
consider professional networking to be important
to their career success.
Professionals may see
networking as a great way
to land their next job, but
establishing strong networks can pay dividends
even for those people
who have no immediate
plans to leave their current companies.
Small Business BC, a
resource that caters to
entrepreneurs in British
Columbia, notes that successful networking can
lead to referrals and new
partnerships and raise the
profiles of professionals
and the companies they
work for.
The LinkedIn survey
supports that notion, noting that one-quarter of
professionals across the
globe have established
new business partnerships through LinkedIn
Messaging. Of course,
networking often helps
people find new jobs as
well, as the LinkedIn survey also found that 70
percent of people hired in
2016 found work at companies where they had existing connections.
Women can employ
various strategies to build
strong networks and
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Women can employ various strategies to build strong networks and maintain those networks once connections are established.
maintain those networks
once connections are established.
JOIN PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Professional organizations provide great networking opportunities,
serving as avenues to
begin new business relationships. Many such organizations host annual
conferences, and attending these conferences can
help women maintain the

relationships they develop through their participation in these groups.
That’s an important benefit, as the LinkedIn survey found that 38 percent
of professionals admitted
they find it hard to stay in
touch with their network.

works when things are going well in their career. By
reaching out to a network
when things are going
well, women are showing a willingness to offer
help as much as seek it.
That can lead to stronger,
more easily maintained
networks.

OFFER HELP AS MUCH
AS YOU SEEK IT
The LinkedIn survey
found that only 48 percent of professionals keep
in touch with their net-

updates on previous collaborations. That’s a quick
and easy way to maintain
connections.
The value of networking is undeniable. Women
can take various steps to
build strong networks and
maintain those relationships for years to come.

Dr. Joe attended Seton Hall
University before graduating
from NYU Dental School in
1997. He completed his dental
residency at Mountainside
Hospital in Montclair, N.J.
Dr. Zicchino is vey passionate
about dentistry as well as the
health and well-being of his
patients.

Find a Financial Planner
on our Business Finder!

Go to www.StarNewsGroup.com

SCHEDULE NETWORKING
EACH WEEK
Schedule networking
each week.
Build networking into
your weekly schedule.
Even the busiest professionals can find time each
week to email someone in
their network to see how
things are going or share

NEW PATIENT
SPECIAL

1,000 OFF

$

COMPREHENSIVE
INVISALIGN TREATMENT®
Regularly $5,500.

*Cannot be combined with other
offers or insurance, some restrictions
may apply - inquire within.

Coastal Dental Group - General Dentistry
Dr. Joseph Zicchino, DDS
2407 Bridge Avenue, Point Pleasant, NJ
Joseph Zicchino, D.D.S.

732-714-1030

www.coastaldentalnj.com

Hold smart phone
camera over QR code
& press pop up.
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Three ways women can build and maintain professional networks
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We are here to provide exceptional care
without exception for you or your loved one
New Jersey Hematology Oncology Associates
(NJHOA) has been serving
the population of Ocean
County since 1996.
We have locations in
Brick, Toms River, Whiting,
and Neptune.
All of our physicians are
board certified in the management of all cancer and
blood disorders.
The physicians all have
admitting and consulting
privileges at: Ocean Medical Center, Jersey Shore
University Medical Center, Community Medical
Center, and Monmouth
Medical Center – South.
We provide a broad
range of services including
inpatient/outpatient consultation.

BRICK OFFICE
1608 Route 88
Suite 250
732-840-8880

We provide in office infusion therapy including chemotherapy, immunotherapy, targeted monoclonal
antibodies, and iron.
We also provide injections ranging from growth
factors and B12, as well as
therapeutic phlebotomy.
We actively enroll patients on clinical trials in
our offices so that patients
are able get the latest treatment close to home.
When appropriate we
perform hereditary cancer
(genetic screening) and
molecularly profile our patients tumors to help design
the most effective treatment plan for them.
The goal of our practice
is to provide high quality,
evidence based, compas-

sionate care to all our patients.
We place a great deal of
value in communication.
All of our staff works diligently to coordinate care
between patients, their families, and their other medical providers.
We strive to educate our
patients on their illness,
and work with them as a
team to design an individualized treatment plan that
not only includes the latest
evidence based treatment
guidelines, but also remains
consistent with their goals
of care.
We treat all of our patients with the highest degree of respect and aim to
provide complete patient
satisfaction.

Serving Ocean County Since 1996

FILE PHOTO

We have locations in Brick, Toms River, Whiting, and Neptune. Visit us at www.NJHOA.com

New Jersey Hematology
Oncology Associates

TOMS RIVER
OFFICE

508 Lakehurst Rd
Suite 1B
732-244-1440

NEPTUNE CITY
OFFICE
Hope Tower
19 Davis Ave
732-206-6226

WHITING
OFFICE

63D Lacy Rd
732-606-4060

Our Doctors:

• Dr. Girish Amin
• Dr. Apurv Agrawal
• Dr. Jayne Pavlak-Schenk
• Dr. Randi Katz

We Offer:
• Diagnosis and treatment for all types
of cancers and blood disorders
• The latest clinical trials close to home
• Molecular proﬁling of tumors
• Immunotherapy/Chemotherapy offered in ofﬁce

Exceptional Care Without Exception

www.NJHOA.com
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Dental hygiene is about
more than just your teeth
STAR NEWS GROUP

Individuals tend to
learn about dental hygiene at an early age. On
the recommendation of
their children’s pediatricians, parents may begin
brushing their youngsters’
teeth the moment the first
tooth breaks through the
gums. While proper dental hygiene is vital to oral
health, it also can have a
profound effect on the
rest of the body.
According to the Mayo
Clinic, poor oral health
might contribute to various diseases and conditions. Periodontitis is
a severe yet preventable
gum infection that can
lead to tooth loss if left
untreated. But the threat
of periodontitis doesn’t
end in the mouth. The
American Academy of
Periodontology notes
there’s a connection between periodontitis and
several other diseases.
While bacteria was long
suspected to be the link
between periodontitis and
other diseases in the body,
the AAP notes that recent
research points to inflammation as the culprit that
connects periodontitis
with diseases such as diabetes and heart disease.
DIABETES
The AAP notes that
people with diabetes are
at increased risk for periodontal disease, speculating that diabetes patients’
risk is higher because
people with diabetes are
more vulnerable to infections than those without
diabetes. While that suggests periodontal disease
is a byproduct of diabetes,
the AAP notes that research points to the relationship being a two-way
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Dental hygiene can do more for individuals than produce a
mouthful of pearly white teeth. In fact, people who prioritize
dental hygiene may lower their risks for various diseases.
street. Periodontal disease
may make it more difficult
for people with diabetes
to control their blood sugar, making dental hygiene
an especially vital component of routine healthcare
for people with diabetes.
HEART DISEASE
The AAP notes that
research indicates periodontal disease increases
a person’s risk for heart
disease, with the inflammation caused by the former leading to the latter.
People with existing heart
conditions also may find
that periodontal disease
exacerbates those conditions. The Mayo Clinic
notes that the link between heart disease and
periodontal disease is
not fully understood, but

enough studies have been
conducted for scientists
to support the notion that
the two are connected.
CAN PERIODONTAL
DISEASE BE PREVENTED?
Periodontal disease is
preventable. A daily dental hygiene regimen that
includes brushing after
meals, flossing at least
once per day and swishing
with mouthwash are some
simple, healthy habits that
can prevent periodontal
disease. In addition, the
AAP recommends that
people at increased risk
for periodontal disease,
including the elderly and
smokers, should discuss
their risk with their dental
professionals.

2399 Hwy 34, Ste. A4,
Manasquan, NJ 08736
www.ValerieBarbaDDS.com

(732) 223-4416

Mention this ad for 10% off a New Patient Experience
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LOCAL PROFESSIONALS
Guide To Services

ATTORNEYS
MCMORAN, O’CONNER, BRAMLEY & BURNS
2399 Highway 34, Wall Township, NJ 07719
Attorney - Employment & Labor Law
mcmoranlaw.com
732-223-7711
Widely recognized as one of the leading employment
law firms in the northeast.

STONE MANDIA, LLC
Richard B. Stone, Esq., Frank J. Mandia, Jr.,
Esq., Jason C. Mandia, Esq.
685 Neptune Boulevard, Neptune NJ 07745
Attorney - Personal Injury & Family Law
stonemandia.com
732-531-4300
Stone Mandia LLC is committed to providing a personalized experience for you and your case related to:
personal injury, workers’ compensation, malpractice,
litigation, family law or divorce.

DENTAL CARE &
ORTHODONTICS
VALERIE A. BARBA, DDS
Valerie A. Barba, DDS
2399 Highway 34, Ste. A-4, Manasquan NJ
08736
General & Cosmetic Dentistry
valeriebarbadds.com

732-800-4528
contact@valeriebarbadds.com
Dr. Valerie Barba and her team are committed to providing you and your family with a level of dental care
that will exceed your expectations.

COASTAL DENTAL
Dr. Joseph Zicchino
2407 Bridge Ave Point Pleasant NJ, 08742
General and Cosmetic Dentistry, Implants,
Periodontal, TMJ Therapy and Invisalign
coastaldentalnj.com
732-724-0296
Our dental team is dedicated to making each patient’s
visit a comfortable and friendly experience. We believe
strongly in educating our patients and going the extra
mile. Our patients appreciate knowing our team has
been together for many years and can expect that a
familiar face and friendly smile will greet them at each
visit. We look forward to welcoming you to our dental
office family.

SHORE CHILDREN’S DENTAL CARE
Irvin B. Sherman, DDS MScD
514 Garfield Avenue, Avon-by-the-Sea NJ
07717
Pediatric Dentist
shorechildrensdentalcare.com
732-775-1492
info@shorechildrensdentalcare.com
The dentists and staff at Shore Children’s Dental Care
make it their goal to protect your children’s teeth so
they can eat and speak correctly and will do whatever
they can to help them have the bright smiles they
deserve.

Celebrating 40 Years of excellence in Office Automation
Operating a business is not an easy feat.
Being successful for 40 years is even more
challenging. It takes passion, dedication,
support and ingenuity. On May 1st 1980
Bob Odgers Sr. set out to create a legacy
opening Shore Business Solutions (then
The Copy Center Inc.) in Wall NJ. Today,
40 years later his son-in-law George A.
Krebs, President since 1991, continues in
Bob’s footsteps consistently growing the
business year-over-year. Odgers enjoys
watching the success from his retirement
in Florida while George and new partner
Chris Wolowitz, Vice President, continue
to innovate and maintain a level of excellence in service that is unmatched in the
market.
Shore Business Solutions is headquartered in Wall on Route 34 with loyal customers throughout New Jersey. Offering
best-in-class Office Automation services printers, multifunctional copiers, wide-forPHOTO COURTESY OF SHORE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
mat, document workflow solutions - Shore George A. Krebs (left), President with Chris Wolowitz (right), Vice President in their newly renovated
continues to innovate while staying true to showroom located in Wall NJ.

their core values of integrity and a personalized approach.
Partnering with companies of all sizes from healthcare and municipalities to
school districts and small CPA’s, they take
a personalized approach to account management, ensuring that every customer has
the tools they need to be successful.
One of the founding team members had
this to say: “Shore Business Solutions has
been family for 35 years. We take our commitment to excellence seriously. I’m proud
to be part of the founding team and I look
forward to many more successful years
with George and Chris at the helm.” Doug
Campbell, Project Manager.

Interested in learning more about
partnering with Shore Business Solutions for your print and document workflow needs? Contact us today for a free
assessment at 732-280-1333 and you too
can Rest aSHOREd with Shore Business
Solutions as your Office Automation
Partner.
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SHORE FAMILY ORTHODONTICS
Martin Rabinovich, DMD
28 Union Avenue, Manasquan NJ 08736
Orthodontics
shorechildrensdentalcare.com
732-775-1492
info@shorechildrensdentalcare.com
Orthodontics is a dental specialty that involves
correcting teeth that are improperly positioned. Shore
Family Orthodontics is proud to offer the best and
most up-to-date orthodontic services for our patients.

HEALTH CARE
ATLANTIC MEDICINE & WELLNESS
Martin E. Manzo, DC, CCSP
2399 Highway 34, Ste. A-5, Manasquan NJ
08736
Medicine, Chiropractic, Clinical Nutrition and
more
amwwall.com
732-528-5533
info@amwwall.com
Their mission is to create a community of patients and
practitioners that radiate well-being, enjoy longevity
and realize their full wellness potential by delivering a
multi-disciplinary environment.

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

HEALTH VILLAGE IMAGING
Charlee Feeney, D.O.
1975 Highway 34 South, Wall Circle Park, Wall
NJ 07719
Diagnostic Imaging
healthvillageimaging.com
732-974-8060
onlineapptrequest@healthvillageimaging.com

BACK9 RETIREMENT SOLUTIONS
Joel V. Russo, LUTCF and Manos G. Cito
1720 Highway 34, Ste. 4, Wall NJ 07727
Retirement Planning
back9retirement.com
732-359-3990
info@back9retirement.com
BACK9’s mission is to enhance the quality of our
clients’ lives through an active partnership in the
development and implementation of comprehensive, intelligent and customized retirement income
solutions.

With 4 NJ locations, Health Village Imaging offers
advanced imaging technology in a facility designed
with patient comfort and convenience in mind.

NEW JERSEY HEMATOLOGY
Dr. Girish Amein, Dr. Apurv Agrawal, Dr. Jayne
Pavlak-Schenk, Dr. Randi Katz
1608 Route 88 West, Brick Township, NJ
08724

DR. WILLIAM E. WARD
Licensed Psychologist
with 40 Years Experience


COUNSELING TO ADDRESS
MANY ISSUES WE ALL FACE
Identify & understand
your feelings and thoughts
Discover why certain feelings occur
and how to respond to them
Stop trying to be someone else
& value who you are
Learn to deal with anxiety,
depression & stress
Discover how to be more creative & fulfilled
Learn better solutions to:
marital challenges, parenting issues,
social pressure, personal conflict,
and being a teenager


Dr. Ward
is the author of
“MyMosaic —
Discovering
Each Spiritual Piece —
One at a Time”

200 Atlantic Ave., Manasquan
Mallard Park Professional Building
201-391-8101
Insurance Applicable

Diagnosis, treatment, counseling and preventive services for blood disorders, and cancer
njhoa.com
732-840-8880
New Jersey Hematology Oncology Associates offers
patients diagnosis and treatment for all types of
cancers and blood disorders - the latest clinical
trials close to home - Molecular profiling of tumors
- Immunotherapy/Chemotherapy offered in office at
our convenient locations in Brick, Toms River, Neptune
City and Whiting.

PAONESSA COLON & RECTAL SURGERY P.C.
Nina J. Paonessa
603 Higgins Avenue, Brielle NJ 08730
Proctology, Colon & Rectal Surgery
paonessacrs.com
732-282-1500
paonessa@paonessacrs.com
Known for her expertise and patient-centered care,
Dr. Paonessa is the only female colorectal surgeon in
Monmouth & Ocean Counties.

ASSISTED LIVING
FACILITIES
CREST POINTE REHAB BY THE SEA
1515 Hulse Road, Point Pleasant
Health, Assisted Living Facility
Rehabilitation and healthcare center
crestpointerehab.com
732-295-9300
Boasting small town charm and warmth, Crest Pointe
offers the best in subacute rehabilitation and skilled
nursing care with a primary goal of returning patients
home as soon as possible. Marquis Health Services®
has distinguished itself in revolutionizing healthcare
facilities across the Northeast US Corridor with its
trademark Rehabbing Care™ approach. Dedicated
to quality of care and unparalleled customer service,
Marquis successfully transforms facilities into modern
and impressive rehabilitation and nursing centers that
families can be proud to send their loved ones to.

HARROGATE : SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY
400 Locust Street, Lakewood, NJ
Independent living, rehabilitation, skilled
nursing, home health
harrogatelifecare.org
732-702-0512
Harrogate is dedicated to delivering the finest, most
vibrant and most secure senior living experience you’ll
find in Ocean and Monmouth counties, New Jersey.
At Harrogate, you’ll find much more than maintenance-free living, fine dining, engaged staff, and
desirable services and amenities.

PLASTIC SURGERY
PERSONAL ENHANCEMENT CENTER
Dr, Christopher Godek, MD, FACS

Address: 1959 Highway 34,
Wall Township, NJ 07719
Physician - Plastic Surgery
Facelift surgery, body contouring, breast
augmentation, mommy makeover, and a wide
range of non-surgical options to keep you
looking your best from every angle.
personalenhancementcenter.com
732-375-9355
Personal Enhancement Center takes an individualized
approach to each patient. No matter the treatment or
procedure, Dr. Christopher P. Godek, Dr. Christina Pasick, and team strive to achieve results that enhance
specific areas of concern while also complementing
the beauty of your natural facial features and body
curves.

DERMATOLOGY
DERMATOLOGY & LASER CENTER
Dr. Patricia McCormack, M.D., F.A.A.D.
407 Richmond Avenue, Point Pleasant Beach,
NJ 08742
Adult & Pediatric Dermatology, Skin,
Treatments involving Medical and Surgical
Dermatology, Skin Cancer. Cosmetic and
Laser Surgery for Adults and Pediatrics.
patriciamccormackmd.com
732-295-1331
Practicing for over 30 years, Dr. Patricia C. McCormack's education, experience, and warm personality
have led to her being rated as a Top Doctor in the New
York Metropolitan Area for over 15 years.

OPTOMETRIC
PHYSICIANS
SHORE FAMILY EYECARE
Drs. Harvey and Maria Richman and Dr. Kathleen Kinzley
136 Main Street, Manasquan NJ 08736
Comprehensive Eye Exams, Low Vision and
Vision Rehabilitation Services, Pediatric Examinations and Vision Therapy
www.shorefamilyeyecare.com
732-223-0202
Experienced staff, exceptional exams, Family eyecare,
no wait! Flexible hours...even after hours for 24 hour
emergency service.

PRINTING &
COPYING
KINTECH, INC.
Gary Porter and Carol Cotta
2400 Belmar Boulevard, Ste E6,
Wall NJ 07719
Copies, Direct Mail and Promotional Items
kintechinc.com

Since 1988, Kintech, Inc. has been your “One-StopShop” for all printing, copy, direct mail and promotional item needs.

SHORE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
George Krebs and Chris Wolowitz
1720 Highway 34, Farmingdale/Wall NJ 07727
Printers, copiers, collators, shredders and
more
shore-biz.com
732-280-1333
sales@shorebusinesssolutions.com
The company’s mission is to be your Office Systems
Partner...one that truly cares about you and your business. Combining the best office equipment products
with reliable, customer-centric service, Shore Business
Solutions simply cannot be beat.

PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. William Ward
Mallard Park Professional Building 200 Atlantic Avenue, Manasquan, NJ 08736
Licensed Psychologist
Marital, parental, social and personal conflict
counselling.
201-391-8101
40 years in private practice.

COLDWELL BANKER REALTY
Gregory Rice
1122 Third Avenue, Spring Lake, NJ 07762
Real Estate Broker/Sales Associate
www.GregoryRiceRealEstate.com
917-532-2735
gregorymrice@gmail.com
Greg Rice is recognized through multiple awards and
designations as one of the TOP REAL ESTATE AGENTS
in the United States. He has sold over $300 MILLION
in the course of his 16 year career thus far and is on
his way to closing over $30 MILLION this year of 2020.
Greg’s relentless energy & expert knowledge of the
market gives him a significant advantage in evaluation,
marketing, negotiating and closing listings for his
clients! Call Greg today!

DIANE TURTON, REALTORS
Patricia “Pat” Mayer, Sales Associate
512 Washington Blvd., Sea Girt, NJ 08750
Experienced Listing and Selling Agent
pat@patmayer.com dianeturton.com/patriciamayer
908-309-9374
pmayer@dianeturton.com
Five Star Realtor for 10 consecutive years. Six awards
for six years in a row. Top producer, top salesperson,
top selling agent, top listing agent. NJ Circle of Excellence GOLD Level - 2019. Call Pat for a confidential
consultation today!

Board Certified & Fellowship Trained

Colon and Rectal Surgery
Board Certified in General Surgery and Proctology
• laparoscopic surgery
• abdominal/pelvic surgery
• fecal incontinence
• endoanal/rectal ultrasound
• anorectal surgery

• pelvic ﬂoor disorders
• ofﬁce proctology
• anorectal manometry/
physiology

603 Higgins Avenue, Brielle, NJ 08730
1364 Route 72, Suite 5, Manahawkin, NJ 08050
Phone: (732) 282-1500 • Fax: (732) 292-9600
Office Hours: M-F 9AM to 5PM

www.paonessacrs.com

NEED A LAWYER THAT WILL MAKE

YOU THE PRIORITY?
STONEMANDIA, LLC
Attorneys At Law

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Injury
Workers’ Compensation
Family Law
Divorce
Commercial Litigation
Product Liability
Residential Real Estate
Commercial Real Estate
Malpractice Litigation
Alcoholic Beverage Licensing
Lending
Land Use
Commercial Leases
Purchase/
Sale of Business
• Transactional Work

685 NEPTUNE BLVD.
NEPTUNE, NJ 07754
www.StoneMandia.com

CALL NOW FOR YOUR FIRST
CONSULTATION FREE
(732) 531-4300
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REAL ESTATE

732-280-6245
kmscorp@aol.com
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